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Exercises
A.

Very Short Answer Type
Questions
1. What is
the SI unit of electric
potential?
2. What is
meant

(1 Mark)

by the statement,

3.

between points A and B in an Potential difference
electric field is 1 volt?
Name a metal which offers
higher resistance to the
passage of electricity than copper.

4.

Why
of

5.

4se

presc

of

by

tungsten metal selected for making filaments
incandescent lamp bulbs?
be

'resistivity

8.

same radius are connected in series. Same current
is passed through them. Why does the nichrome

wire get heated first?

is
7. A 200 VW bulb

[Ans. 0.4 kWh]

for 30 days
The electricity bill
heater.
the power of electric

C. ShortAnswer

day for

minutes

120

is 60 units.

Calculate
[Ans. 1 kw

(3 Marks)

Type-ll Questions

Draw a schematic
1. State Ohm's law.
Ohm's law.
circuit for studying

Express Ohm's law both

by a

diagram

mathematical

formula

3. A copper wire has cross sectional area 4 x 10-6 m2

and resistivity of 1.6x 10- ohm metre. Calculate the
length ofthe wire to make its resistance 10 ohms. By
how much does the resistance change if the diameter
is doubled.

11. Define Sl unit of electric charge.
12. If a wire is stretched to double its original length

4. Calculate the resistance of 5 m length of a wire of
cross section 0.01 mm- and resistivity 50 x 10

wire be influenced?

ohm

metre.

13. Is electric potential a scalar or a vector quantity?
14. Which is bigger: a coulomb of charge or the charge

of the

and by a graph line. State Sl unit of a. resistance
with the help of
b. resistivity. Describe the activity
a diagram to establish Ohm's law.

one of these wires will be thicker?

5.

on an electron?

Derive an expression for the
equivalent resistance
when three resistors of resistances
R, R2 and R3 are

connected in series.

15. Which particles constitute electric current in a metallic

conductor?

6. An

operated at 230 V?

17. Mention the commercial unit of electric energy.

V.

What

is the

(2 Marks)

1. Define the term resistivity of a conductor. Give its

day?
8.

SI unit.
2. State the conditions under which Ohm's law is not
a conductor.

of copper and silver are 1.68
3. The resistivities

10-6
respectively. Which of
Q cm and 1.59x 10 N
the two is better electrical conductor and why?
x

cm

[Ans. Silver

[Ans. 1.2 x 105 ]

house is fitted with ten 60 W
lamps. How mucn
electric energy is consumed
for lighting these lampPs
for a month of 30
days at a rate of 5 hoursd

7. A
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B. Short Answer Type-I Questions

electric bulb is marked 100 W, 230

energy produced by the bulb in 20 minutes when

16. State the SI unit of power.

in

hours. How much enerev

heater is used every
8. An electric

connected in parallel to the 220 V mains. Which of
the two has greater resistance?

obeyed

lighted for 2

is consumed?

9. A toaster produces more heat than a light bulb when

without loss of mass, how will the resistivity of the

and

t

Ans. 60 W bulb will have higher resistancel

2.

10. Two wires, one of magnesium and the other of
copper, have equal lengths and resistances. Which

Ans. 330 k

minutes.

has greater resistance?

7. Which

offers greater resistance: 1 kW electric heater
or a 100 W filament bulb both
marked 220 V?
Nichrome and copper wires of same length and

5
the press in

marked 60 W-220 y
two bulbs
6. There are
Which one of the
respectively.
100 W-220 V

is

Should the heating element of an electric iron
made of iron, silver or nichrome
wire?
Define the term
of a material.

6.

h e a t e r rated 1 kw
an electric
current will
much
4. How
a 220 V supply? [Ans.
connected to
draw when
an electric
flows through
of 5.0 A
current
A
5.
the energy Consumed
Q. Calculate
resistance 44

9.

[Ans. 90 kwh]

When two resistors of
resistances R and R2 d
Connected in parallel, the net
resistance is 3 . wne
Connected in series, its
value is 16 2. Calculate uie
values of R and
[Ans. R
4 2, R = 12 0
R2.
An electric bulb
is rated at 200
V-100 W. What Is
resistance? Five such
bulbs
burn
for 4 hours. Calculd
the cost of
electrical energy consumed
75 per unit.
if the rate
[Ans. 400 2, 7 10]

54

current through
and in which combination will the
and through R2 be the same?

10. Two identical resistors each of resistance 2 2, are
connected in turn a. in series and b. in parallel
to a battery of 12 V. Calculate the ratio of power
consumed in the two cases.
[Ans. 1:4]

R

b. For the circuit, shown in this diagram,
w-

11. An electric oven of 1.5 kW is operated in a domestic
circuit (220 V) that has a current rating of 5 A. What
result do you expect in this case? Explain.

50

7Q

ww
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D. Long Answer Type Questions

(5 Marks)

1. Establish a relation for the equivalent resistance of
three resistors connected in serles. Calculate the

HH

resistance of the combination of three
resistors of 1 2, 6 2 and 4 joined in parallel.

equivalent

6V

calculate

2. If a 12 V battery is connected to the arrangement of

i. the resultant resistance

resistance given below, calculate a. the total effective
resistance of the arrangement b. the total current

ii.

[Ans. a. 15 2, b. 0.8 A]

flowing in the circuit.

the total current

voltage

ii. the

[Ans. i. 10.33

w
202

100

across

7.

a. List the

n

7 N resistor
ii. 0.58 A i . 4.06 Vj (CBSE 2009)

of a
factors on which the resistance

conductor depends.
a 220 V
b. A 4 kW heater is connected to
of power. Calculate

25

5

i. the

electric

current

source

passing through

the

heater
i. the resistance of the heater.
12V

ii. the electric energy consumed in 2 hours use
of the heater.

calculate a. total resistance
3. In the circuit given below,
shown by the ammeter.
of the circuit, and b. Current

[Ans. i. 18.18 A i. 12.1

ii. 8 kWh]

[Ans. a. 2.5 Q, b. 1 A]

expression for the heat produced in a
conductor of resistance R when a current flows

8. Derive an
Ra 5 9

through

it for time t.

Two identical resistors of resistance R are connected

R 3

R2 2

in series with a battery of potential difference V for
time t. The resistors are then connected in parallel

with the same battery for the same time t. Compare
the heat produced in the two cases.
(CBSE 2010)

P

H
2.5 V

house, an electric bulb of 60 W is used for
15 hours and an electric heater of 750 W is used

4. In a

9. Deduce the expression for the equivalent resistance
of the parallel combination of three resistors R. R2
and Ra.
Consider the following circuit:

for 10 hours every day. Calculate the cost of using
the bulb and the heater for 30 days if the cost of
1 unit of electrical energy is 4,
[Ans. 7 1008)

5V

HH-

Rs

5. A torch bulb is rated 5 V and 500 mA. Calculate its
a. power b. resistance and c. energy consumed when
it is lighted for 4 hours. Ans, a. 2.5 W, b. 10 0 c. 36 k]]
6. a. Two resistors R and R2 may form i. a series
combination or ii. a parallel combination, and the
combination may be connected to a battery of

R2
Ra

six volts. In which combination will the potential
difference across R and across R2 be the same

a.

which two

resistors

are

connected in serles

55

together. Suddenly the bulb of the table
Nisha wanted to change the
lamp stopped working.
bulb

examinations

b. Which two resistors are connected in parallel?
If every resistor of the circuit is of 2 2, what

C.

Current will flow in the circuit?

with
remove the
bulb. Zeba advised her not to
hot.
naked hands because it will be
electric bulb become hot if used
a. Why does an
duration?
continuously for a long

(CBSE 2010)

E. Value-Based Questions
1.

Nitika

her friend Monika

sees

ironing clothes with an

electric press. Monika was barefooted. She advised
Monika to wear rubber slippers. Monika followed

b. What values
4.

her advice.
a.

Why should

we wear

b. What

are

use
a.

Why

all the bulbs

were switched on

by pressing

a.

b.

Why
and

use

friend Nisha
3. Zeba and her

were

preparing for Class X

town.

wire. The

checked

lights

her grandfather to

were on
use

MCB

in

again.
place

Why

miniature circuit breakers are

being

used in

houses nowadays?
with
b. What values are associated
5.

Anjali's suggestion?

in an
suggested his grandfather living
to replace filament
ancestral house in a small town
Nishant

bulbs with LED bulbs.

one switch?

switch off the bulbs
did Amit ask Rohit to
LED bulbs instead?

small

of electric fuse.

advice?
Rohit's residence. Rohit pressed
2. Amit visited his friend
number of bulbs were switched
a switch and a large
bulbs and
Rohit to switch off the
on. Amit advised
few LED bulbs instead.

grandfather immediately

Anjali suggested

the values associated with Nitika's

Zeba?

ancestral house in a

changed the fuse

with electrical devices?

displayed by

Anjali visited her
switched off in the evening.
One day, all the lights got
the fuse and
Her

rubber slippers while working

are

a.

Why did

Nishant

suggest

not to use filament

bulbs?
b. What

are

the values associated with Nishant's

Suggestion?

